
Cell Signalling – Lecture 2 Summary

Water soluble hormones; 

- Action: fast/slow acting
- Synthesis: pre-packaged in the cell, synthesised before a stimulus
- Release: active mechanism  exocytosis (secretory granule)
- Transport: hydrophilic, soluble in the blood 
- Receptors: impermeable to cell  need surface receptors (can’t get across membrane)
- Post-receptor mechanism: initiate signal transduction pathways leading to response in cytoplasm 

or change in gene expression (fast/slow pathways)

Synthesis of peptide hormones; 

- Made of AAs linked by peptide bonds
- Derived from larger precursor (pre-pro-hormone  pro-hormone  hormone) 
- Encoded in the genome
- >1 hormone encoded by 1 gene
- >1 copy of hormone encoded by 1 gene
- Tissue specific processing of precursors  specificity (alternative splicing) 

 The way they are spliced depends on the tissue and their function.

Receptors  water soluble ligands; 

- Hydrophilic signalling molecules  membrane is impermeable to them, need surface receptors
- Act as signal transducers  convert the extracellular ligand binding event into intracellular signal
- Complex signal transduction pathways 

Molecular switches; 

- Proteins in signalling pathways can act like switches  turn on/off a protein 
- Two mechanisms; 

 Phosphorylation; 
 Protein kinase transfers a phosphate group from ATP

onto a protein
 Phosphorylation can…

 Increase activity of protein
 Cause other proteins to bind to it.

 Off switch…
 Protein phosphatase dephosphorylates the protein

(remove phosphate group)
 Protein becomes inactive again. 

 GTP binding; 
 Inactive state when GDP is bound
 GDP exchanged for GTP on binding protein

 Increases activity of GTP binding protein
 Off switch; 

 GTP binding proteins have intrinsic hydrolysing
activity (GTPase activity)  converts GTP  GDP

 GDP binding protein returns to inactive state.
 Two forms; 

 Small monomeric GTPase  GTP binding proteins
transduce signals from enzyme-linked receptors 

 Large trimeric GTP binding protein  transduce
signals from G protein coupled receptors.



 Regulation; 
 GEF proteins activate GTP binding proteins by

promoting the exchange of GDP by GTP.
 GAP proteins increase the rate of hydrolysis of

GTP on the protein, therefore, inactivating it. 

Receptors – water soluble ligands (3 main classes);

- G-protein coupled receptors (next lecture)
- Ion channel-coupled receptors; 

 Signalling molecule binds to receptor 
 Causes change ins structure of receptor  opens channel

through the membrane
 Specific ions move through the channel by passive

diffusion (from [high]  [low])
 Not continuously open like pores, they are gated. 
 Can be desensitised under prolonged stimulation  go into closed state  can’t be opened 

until the stimulus is removed. 
 Selectivity; pores are not very selective by ion channels are  differentiate between Na & K. 
 Mechanisms of regulation; 

 Change in membrane
polarity  voltage gated
channels 

 Respond to ligand
binding  ligand gated
channels (can be
extra/intra cellular)

 Respond to
mechanical changed 
mechanically gated ion
channels.

- Enzyme coupled receptors; 
 Signalling molecule binds

to receptor
 Causes shape change in

receptor  activates an intrinsic enzyme activity OR coupling of an associated enzyme to the
receptor.

 Activation  begins signal transduction 
 Only have one transmembrane segment

 Eg; receptor tyrosine kinases; 
 Binding of ligand to extracellular receptor  receptor phosphorylates tyrosine residues 

inside the cell. (Residues may be on receptor or on intracellular signalling proteins)
 Induce binding of various intracellular signalling proteins to the phosphorylated residues

 links to downstream signalling pathways. 



Map kinase activation pathway; 

- Phosphorylation of receptor  allows binding of adaptor protein
- Recruits guanine exchange factor (SOS)  promotes the exchange of DP to GTP on Ras protein 

 activates Ras.
- Induces phosphorylation and activation of Raf  Mek  ERK (map kinase)
- Map kinase activates other proteins by phosphorylation
- Activation of pre-existing proteins OR increases in gene expression due to activation of 

transcription factors. 


